PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

Eliminating manual
processes is the key to
increasing employee
productivity and unlocking
business potential
Managing and maintaining physical assets come with an array of timeconsuming tasks. With rising costs, increasing workloads, and limited
resources, many property managers are looking for ways to run their
business more efficiently and effectively.
Many property management firms still rely on manual document
processes to assemble and deliver tenant communications such as rent
bills, late notices, and service change letters. Manual mailing processes
that eat valuable time and take you and your staff away from highervalue and revenue-generating responsibilities.
Now more than ever businesses, like yours, are rethinking how they
manage and send important communications and recognizing the
benefits of digital transformation. Digitizing and automating document
processes gives you the power and agility to streamline operations,
optimize employee productivity, and better serve your tenants and
clients.
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Quadient's user-friendly solutions automate your entire document
workflow, giving you the flexibility to send targeted communications
through multiple delivery channels - Print, Digital or Outsource.
Designed to meet the needs of property management firms with
legacy systems and processes in place, Quadient’s suite of best-in-class
software and hardware solutions enable you to respond and adapt
quickly to changing regulations and rising demands to help you meet
business challenges now and in the future.

We have a much more efficient document creation,
management, and delivery process now. We export
monthly rent bills from our property management
software, select print and a few mouse clicks later,
it’s all mailed out. The whole process takes less than
60 minutes. I estimate it has delivered savings of $2,000
a month.
— Ben Zises, Chief Operating Officer, TriArch Real Estate Group, LLC

41% of surveyed
organizations
increased customer
satisfaction by
at least 50% by
implementing
Quadient BPA
Solutions.
— TechValidate
Customer Survey,
November 2019

FUTURE-PROOF YOUR BUSINESS
WITH AN ALL-IN-ONE DOCUMENT
AUTOMATION PLATFORM
Quadient Impress includes powerful applications and services to help you

61% of surveyed

organizations reduced
their overall costs

25%

by
or more
using Quadient's
BPA Solutions

support today’s needs and adapt to tomorrow's changing requirements.
Each application works independently or seamlessly together. The platform’s
modular architecture allows you to configure your solution to meet your
specific needs and evolve at your own pace as your business grows.

Replace inefficient, manual processes
Significantly decrease the time it takes to prepare outbound communications
while ensuring document integrity and security. Impress Automate drives
employee efficiency by eliminating repetitive manual tasks while promoting
employee engagement by enabling them to focus on higher-value
assignments. Automating your document preparation and distribution process
reduces your exposure to potential errors and risks. When used with mailing
equipment, such as a Quadient folder inserter, the solution manages pre-set
business rules based on specific customer criteria to ensure the right document

52% of surveyed

organizations realized
at least

50%

a
reduction
in time spent
processing mail
TechValidate Customer Survey,
November 2019

goes into the right envelope.

Ensure the receipt of important notifications
through a branded, secure document portal
Send critical communications through an eco-friendly, branded, and secure
document portal. Impress Portal makes it easy for you to communicate with
your tenants or clients digitally. Impress Portal speeds up the document
delivery process by replacing paper-based communications, saving you
money on postal costs and mailing supplies, while enabling faster response,
and accelerating cash flow. Its robust tracking features offer you greater
visibility and ensure important documents promptly reach and are opened
by the intended recipient. Documents are automatically stored and may be
easily retrieved.
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With the Quadient solution, we are not
spending hours manually producing
certified cards.
— Business Professional, Small Business Real
Estate Company. – TechValidate Customer Survey,
February 2020

Automate mail prep
with superior document
handling equipment
Every property management organization has
document types that require physical delivery,
regardless of customer channel preferences.
Quadient’s folding and inserting machines make
mail prep easier. Designed for businesses of every
size, Quadient offers a range of intuitive document
handling equipment that provides the highest level
of productivity and dependability. Our suite of bestin-class document handling equipment includes:
•

Easy-to-use folding and envelope
stuffing machines

•

Mid-volume envelope stuffing machines

•

High-volume folder inserter machines

Choose the perfect size and model for your
organization and accelerate your workflow.
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Increase document integrity, optimize employee time, and build a more personalized relationship with your clients.

Optimize. Transform. Engage with Quadient. Because connections matter.
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